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II.7. ANNEX 1: GENEALOGY OF LEISURE CONSUMPTION & ENTERTAINMENT FORMS, ESTABLISHMENTS AND PRACTICES

BYZANTINE PERIOD

CLASSICAL OTTOMAN PERIOD

REFORM OTTOMAN PERIOD

Practices, Games & Ceremonies

Ottoman Imperial Ceremonies

Embassy & Ballroom Dancing

Lowest/Popular Level:

Carnivals, House Parties, etc.

Ottoman Embassies, Ceremonies

Symposium

Ottoman Salle/Other Cultural Events

Banquets

Popular Outdoor Picnicking Spots

Museums/Varied Excursions

Upper Class

Spirits (Raki) Imperial

Cafés, Embassies

Küplü Meyhane

Gedikli Meyhane

Ayaklı Meyhane

Koltuk Meyhane

Meyhanesı Baloz

Kafeşantan (Café-chantant)

Çalgılı/Alabama Meyhane

Sahilhane

Muhallebici

Kahvehane

Café (Alafranga kahvehane)

Klasik (classical) Meyhane

Birahane

Gazino

Klasik (classical) Meyhane

Taksis (taxis)

Imperial Ceremonies

Byzantine middle class

Non-Muslim (Gayrimüslim) Carnivals

Ottoman State, Elite/Intellectual

Banquets (Symposium)

Upper Class Imperial

Ottoman State/Elite/Intellectual

Soup Kitchen/Eatery

Aşıevi

Ramadan (Ramazan) Entertainments

Ortaoyunu, kukla, meddah

Aşevi

Küplü Meyhane

Meyhanesı Baloz

Kafeşantan (Café-chantant)

Çalgılı/Alabama Meyhane

Sahilhane

Gazino

Klasik (classical) Meyhane

Birahane

Byzantine middle class

Non-Muslim (Gayrimüslim) Carnivals

Ottoman State, Elite/Intellectual

Banquets (Symposium)

Upper Class Imperial

Ottoman State/Elite/Intellectual

Soup Kitchen/Eatery

Byzantine middle class

Non-Muslim (Gayrimüslim) Carnivals
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REFORM
OTTOMAN

1920's-1950's

1950-1980

1980-2010

OTTOMAN IMPERIAL CEREMONIES

RECEPTIONS BY THE STATE INSTITUTIONS

REPUBLICAN CEREMONIES

REPUBLICAN BALLROOM EVENTS

ATATÜRK'S [DINNER] TABLE/BANQUET

SAHİHANE

ELITE BEACH CLUB

POPULAR OUTDOOR PICNICKING SPOTS

GAZINO

ELITE GAZINOS / CLUBS
(ALAFRANGA)

GAZINOS / CLubs
(ALAFRANGA)

GAZINOS / CLUBS
(ALAFRANGA)

ATATÜRK'S GAZINOS

HALKEVERİ (PEOPLE'S HOUSES)

MÜZIKHOL

ANATOLIAN POP/ROCK EST.

SAZEVI / DERSANE

LEFTIST / ALEVİ MUSIC EST.

BİRAHANE (BEERHOUSE)

BAR

PAYERAN

TAVERNA

JAZZ ESTABLISHMENTS

“TURKISH CLASSICAL MUSIC SOCIETIES” / STATE RADIO / STATE CONSERVATORIES

AŞEVİ (SOUP KITCHEN)

ARTISANS’ (ESNAF) LOKANTASI

[MUSLIM] CONSERVATIVE INTELLECTUALS’ CAFÉS

İÇKİLİ LOKANTA (ALCOHOL-CONS. RESTAURANT)

ROMA ENTERTAINMENT HOUSES

LOKANTA (RESTAURANT)

CAFÉ

COFFEEHOUSE

PUDDING SHOPS